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 Coloring Through Cancer takes adult coloring one stage further for cancer individuals by
introducing powerful positive affirmations to each page. Many cancer patients already are
turning to adult coloring books to rest, relieve stress and complete treatment. Each coloring
page includes a positive affirmation to encourage and uplift every colorist.Coloring Through
Cancer is an inspirational mature coloring book featuring 30 single sided, unique mature
coloring pages, designed specifically for people who have lived with or you live with
malignancy. The positive affirmations found in the Coloring Through Tumor adult coloring
reserve include: Tumor doesn’t define me It won’t end up being easy, but it will be worthwhile I
will get through this I am not by yourself There is nothing impossible The discomfort that I’m
sense doesn’t evaluate to the joy that is coming My family and friends love me Nothing at all
can steal my pleasure I give thanks a lot for my full recovery and perfect health I am glowing
with health and energy I elect to think positive thoughts I'll beat malignancy I am unstoppable
Lifestyle doesn’t need to be ideal to be wonderful I really believe in miracles Something great
will happen today My body heals as I sleep I am beautiful I surround myself with like and light
I'll not give up My own body grows stronger every day I will keep on living I heal with every
breath in, and forget about tumor with every breath out I'll persevere This too shall pass
Cancer has no power over my dreams I will make each day count Some times are harder than
others (but hard isn't difficult) My courage is stronger than my fear I am greater than a
conqueror Anyone who has been through cancer, is going through tumor or who knows anyone
who has been suffering from cancer will love this adult coloring publication!
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Thank you Sarah for this inspiring, positive book to greatly help cope during this trying time This
is another great offering by the talented Sarah Renae Clark. The theme of this book can be
positive affirmations about coping with cancer. Thank you Sarah!.. I know that as a color
enthusiast who uses coloring to alleviate stress and maintain my hands busy to control food
problems, I sure want I had got this book when I was being treated for breast cancer, just a
few months after losing my hubby to cancer. Great book. The pages are all single sided and
have their very own border, making it easy for you to eliminate the webpages from the book
without damaging the photos. You can feel the love pouring from this book Just what a try
inspiring coloring book and lady the writer is. Awesome motivator. I am a counselor and also
have give some of the pages to customers to color the positive communications.Most of
Sarah's work is very professional, unique and fun to color and her books always have her own
initial artwork. A lot of the inspirational phrases can apply to virtually any situation life can toss
at you not only cancer therefore don't feel just like you're bound by buying for somebody with
tumor it's for anyone and everyone with so much love put into page you can feel it as you turn
the pages. Can't wait to find what is next from Sarah Renae Clark i fell deeply in love with this
publication sarah did an amazing job on . I wish We had it earlier I wish I had this book 6-9
months earlier when going right through chemo-therapy.. i fell in love with this book sarah did
an amazing job on this one. even though you dont have tumor its a great publication. I
advocate for childhood cancer and this book simply touched my center these little children
say each one of these webpages.. It still is good to color and some of the webpages are in
fact universal. I would recommend all of her books, several others which likewise have extremely
inspiring topics and themes. Nice way to work through some of the emotions I still have.. I
instantly purchased this for a pal who is going . Thank you so much for offering this great
support for our community! Five Stars A wonderful adult colouring book beautiful amazing book
highly recommended Great book. Amazing book.. The backgrounds of the pictures are all
different styles, some abstract, some line-type drawings, some with fairly flowers - something to
make sure you everyone. Go to Amazon's general review of this book to see the history behind
Sarah's making of Coloring Through Cancer. Great design on heavy paper so color doesn't
bleed through . I immediately purchased this for a friend who is going right through another
Cancer analysis and treatment.. for not only inspiration but also for bringing the fun of coloring
back to my life Coloring for adults-thanks intended for not only inspiration but also for getting
the fun of coloring back into my life. I feel like a carefree kid again. It can help me to spotlight
the picture rather than on my cancer.any one who loves coloring will love this one... any one
who loves coloring will love this one Positive thinking oozing from the pages. Especially
someone with dealing with cancer. Nice design on thick paper therefore color . Worth every
cent. Terrific book for cancer survivors along with other people who desire inspirational
estimates. As a therapist, I came across this book useful with clients. You will never find stock
pictures in any her books! Helped me through my bout with tongue . Making the Journey a Bit
Easier I have been identified as having stage IV lung tumor that has metastasized to my human
brain and I have turned to coloring for relaxation and encouragement.. Awesome motivator.
Helped me through my bout with tongue malignancy. I love Coloring Through Tumor by Sarah
Renae Clark since it is specifically geared toward those folks who are going through this hard
journey and it offers wonderful, supportive thoughts as well as beautiful photos to color. The
affirmations in the middle of the pages are all different sayings to help anyone going right
through cancer or a person who is definitely coping with a loved one having cancer, to help
have a positive attitude during this trying time... She has Lynch Syndrome this means cancers



can "pop-up" anywhere, anytime - and it's not because it;s metastatic. She's s dear friend. I
sent her a couple of coloring webpages amd colord pencils with her last medical diagnosis
and she stated it helped so I wanted her to possess these webpages with the encouraging
statements.
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